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Stimulated by ambitions for
fabricating stable, high-efficiency and cost-effective solar
cells, Seok and his grouphave
been studying inorganic-organic heterojunction solar celh by
dna correspondent
@dnaahmedabad
employing inorganic semiconductor nanoparticles or inorganic-organic hybrid perovsEminent researcher in the
field of solar PV SangIL Seok,
kite materials aslight absorbers
spoke on ways of improving
and organic hole conductors.
efficiency of solar cells at InSeok said, "In the peroys'
' kite solar cells, process and
dian Institute of Technology,
Gandhinagar (IITGn) on Monchemical engineering has enaday. Seok's talk on Architecbled the production of exture, Process and Materials for
tremely uniform and dense
Efficient Inorganic-Organic
SanglL Seok
layers, with remarkably improved performance of the
Hybfid Solar Cells' was the
third edition of IITGn's 'Rod- advanced materials, shared cells with certifled power condam Narasimha Distinguished details about his research. He version efficiency (PCE) of
Lectrue series.
said, "Of the various available 2 0 . 1 o / oi n t h e l a b o r a t o r y
During the talk, Seok said materials and methodologies conditions."
'Roddam
that efficiency of solar PV aimed at producing low-cost
Narasimha Distincells could be improved either
and efficient photovoltaic cells guished,Lecture', which was
by choosing the best semicon- for utilising solar energy,sem- set up in 2012,aims at bringing
ductor material or by engi- iconductor nanocrystals and young distinguished profesneering the chemical propdrty
inorganic-organic hybrid per- sionals to the institute to preof existing materials.
ovskites offer promise of a sent their works in dreas of
Seok, who leads the Global breakthrough for next- genera- national importance. The lecResearchLaboratory at Korea tion solar devices. This is ture series was introduced
Research Institute of Ohemi- mainly due to the combination with the support of professor
cal Technology (KRICT) as re- of superior optical properties Amrutur Anilkumar from
search fellow in the division of' with suitability for solutionVanderbilt Universitlr
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ateverystep but not urgent or neither impor"
and urgent, ur- tant nor urgent.This will not only
important

help in managing the tasks and

aw

time effectively but also help in
proper work break down structure
(WBS) and allocate energy
accordingly
Please remembeq just like time
we do not generate energy we just
divert it as per the requirement.
Time management is not about using ten hours but using ten minutes effectively One more aspect is
speed. If you can increase the
speedof,regular tasks byjust seven to nine percent by practice, a
good amount of time will be saved
for other activities. Here again,
increase speedbut not at the cost
of quality or health. Habits like being particular and orgdnised also
savetime and hassles.
There are people who litter various things and papers around them
or in their laptops. Then searching
for something becomestime consuming. A few more good hablts

can be inculcated like sticklng to a
commitment and committing as
per priority Others include gaining expertise and confidence in
work so that wastage of time is less
which means increase of speed,
AIso using downtime effectively or
having a fallback plan for using
time (For example: if flight gets
delayed by an houf, how will you
use'that hour effectively?)is good
practice.
A very important thing is to
learn to say'No'when you sho.uld
or have to so that you can concentate on self decided priorities and
importance. Time management is
also like a habit, once a little
thought is put in and habits inculcated it will reap rich diviclends of
work well done.fteedom from sbess
irnd overall happiness. So,better to
be strategic about time management than to be sorry about it.
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